Streamline PVC Coil Curtain Track

Included in this pack

350cm (137”)
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500cm (196”)
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What the parts do

Left Hand
Track End Cover

Neatens the cut end
of the track and also
acts as an end stop.

Right Hand
Track End Cover

Neatens the cut end
of the track and also
acts as an end stop.

Keylock
Support

Track
Glider

Fits to the wall or ceiling
and the track then clips onto
it beforelocking in position.

Clips onto the track
and allows the curtains
to open and close.

coiled curtain track instructions

30cm/12”(+/-)

30cm/12”(+/-)

30cm/12”(+/-)

Mark and fix the supports and equal distance apart
in the desired position. Trim track if needed to
desired length.

Make sure the track is the correct way up
(see diagram of track)
Slide the curtain track into the Track end cover and
tighten the small screw behind the end stop.
Please Note: There is a left and right Track end cover.

Ensure the Keylock Supports are in the
unlocked position

Hook Gliders through curtain tape and fasten on to
the track by hooking over the top of the track (A)
before clipping underneath (B) to secure.

Hook the curtain over the End stop
to create a tidy finish and secure
the curtains in place.
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Clip the curtain track on to the keylock supports and
lock by pushing the toggle to the horizontal position.

Connector - sold as an accessory
A

B
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Slide second piece of track
into postion and lock in place.
E

C

Gently bend the track to desired shape.
Practical Tip: Use your knee to ease the bending
process and generate a smooth bend.

Ensure the toggles are in the open position
(horizontal) before positioning and sliding
into the first piece of track. Rotate the toggle
to lock into place.

PLEASE NOTE: A support
should not be placed at
the join.Tracks should be
joined at the centre of the
window using the factory
cut ends, and trimmed
equally at the outer ends.

